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CHAPTER I
PROLOGUE
In his book, The True Believer, Eric Hoffer, with
Machiavellian detachment, sets forth a theory on the nature
of mass movements.

:Nothing startlingly new is revealed in

the book, nothing that has not been said before.

What is

startling is the coldly clinical way in which diverse
scraps of past thinking and modern psychology have been
welded into a logical and believable but chilling pattern.
Stripped from·the participants in a mass movement, both the
mighty and the lowly, are the garments of self-delusion
leaving only blushing bones to dangle and rattle impotently
down the circumscribed path of the human condition.

The

book should be a potent mental tonic to those who are trying to understand how we are being manipulated and why we
are allowing ourselves to be manipulated in this chaotic
era of pressure groups, movements and counter movements.
If M:r. Hoffer' s theory has a basis in fact, it
should be possible to apply it to recognized mass movements
of the past.

In this ecumenical year when the "New Reforma-

tion" is being touted by the World Council of Churches
through every available medium of communication as the only
effective antidote to the apread of communism in the rising
but underdeveloped nations of the world, it seems peculiarly
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appropriate to scrutinize the successful movement for
church reform in the sixteenth century that brought about
the need for another reformation.
In a paper of limited scope it would be impossible
to include all the ramifications of Mr. Hoffer's theory
or the complexities of the Reformation.

However, it should

be possible to isolate one important aspect of the theory

and apply it to the associated aspect of the Reformation.
This writer is well aware that such a procedure would
neither prove nor disprove the theory but it might direct
a beam of thought into a dark corner and show that the
corner does not exist, that it is merely a segment of a
vicious circle.
This paper will be primarily concerned with the
aspect of hir. Hoffer' s theory that deals with the setting
of the stage for a mass movement--specifically, the temperament, needs, and motives of the men who perform this prerequisite act.

Though many and influential were the contri-

butions of other men to the preparation for the final act
of church reform in the sixteenth century, it is generally
conceded that Desiderius Erasmus and Martin Luther's names
stand out in the boldest type.

Is it possible that these

two men, diametrically opposed in temperament, physical
attributes, and world view can conform to a common pattern?
This paper will explore that possibility.
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.And what is the Pattern?

With many apologies to h:r.

Hoffer and an awareness of the risk of oversimplification,
here, briefly, is a sketch of the stage setting aspect of
his theory of mass movements as it concerns the leaders involved.
Undermining existing institutions, familiarizing the
masses with the idea of change, and creating a receptivity
to a new faith must be done by recognized talkers or writers.
The masses will listen, the authorities will be lenient because both realize that mere words cannot require im."'llediate
action.

Hoffer calls these men

11

men of words • 11

IiTen of

words can imperceptibly undermine established institutions.
Hence the emergence of an articulate minority is the first
step toward mass movement.
Typical men of words, says Mr. Hoffer, have a number
of characteristics in common.

First and foremost, all have

a deep-seated craving for recognition, for status above the
general run of humanity, for the appearance of power rather
than power.

Second, all are plagued by nagging self-doubt

and must be constantly assured of their worth.

Third,

though the protesting man of words sees himself as a champion
of the downtrodden, only in the extremely rare case of a
truly s~r:lmt::ty: nan is he animated by more than a private and
personal grievance.

Remove his personal animosity and he

can find noble reasons for siding with the strong against
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the weak.
ln addition the genuine man of words who can get along without faith in absolutes, who values the st,arch for
truth as much as truth itself, whose vanity demands savage
defense of his position, has one fatal blind spot.

he does

not realize that the masses cannot endure life without some
overpowering faith in which to lose themselves, that by
discrediting the old faith he is paving the way for a
blinder one.
Mr. Hoffer divides the men of words into two categories: the creative and the non-creative.

From the ranks

of the creative men of words come those who have deluded
themselves into believing that intellectual criticism will
enlighten the masses to the point where reform of existing
conditions will gradually and peacefully come about.

These

men have gained satisfaction and status from their acts of
creativity.

Their criticisms are in the nature of exer-

cises in dialectics; their motive is self-aggrandizement.
It is to the noncreative men of words, those vrho h2.ve not
been able to find fulfillment in creative work, the "eternal
misfits," that one must look for the fanatic, the only
possible leader of the active phase of a mass movement.

Mr.

Hoffer admits that the creative man of words can change into
a fanatic, but qualifies this statement by adding that such
a metamorphosis is usually temporary and sooner or later
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there is a reversion to the original type.
It must certainly be conceded that both Erasmus and
Luther were recognized men of words.

·whether they fit Ivlr.

Hoffer's pattern remains to be seen.
It is impossible with the information available, not
to mention the embryonic state of the science of genetics,
to attribute the characteristics of either of these men to
heredity with any assurance of probity.

It follows, then,

that it is equally impossible to analyze the men from the
standpoint of environmental influences since every inherited temperament chooses from the environment those things
that will affect it most deeply.

This writer must fall into

the trap at least this far--reaction to the environment
should give a fairly accurate picture of innate temperament.
"Nurture and :Nature" will be concerned to explain
some of the highlights of Erasmus and Luther's environment,
their response to this environment, and the characteristics
their responses convey to this writer.
"Evolution versus Revolution" will carry both men
through the precursive events that led to mass movement.

In

this section, special emphasis will be placed on their reaction to each other.
The epilogue will summarize the material presented
in the light of Mr. Hoffer's theory of msss movements.
'

will be necessary to go a little beyond the precursory

It
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events in order to show Luther in the proper perspective.
All footnotes, unless otherwise indicated, refer to
Mr. Hoffer's book, The True Believer.
In these pages the v:ord Reformation is used in its
conventional sense, that is, the rise of a branch of
Christianity that could not accommodate itself to the old
theology and ecclesiastical institutions.

CHAPTBR II
NURTURE AND NATURE
ERASMUS

I

YOUTH

The consensus of biographical opinion seems to be
that Erasmus was born at Rotterdrun on October 26, 1466 or
1467.

P.S. Allen tells us that "around his parentage he

wove a web of romance from which only one fact emerges
clearly--that his father was at one time a priest" (1:33).
Since Erasmus took such pains to cloud the irregular circumstances of his birth with ambiguity, it seems only charitable to leave it that way, to draw conclusions from the
fact that he was so impelled.

To an intelligent and sensi-

tive boy, this early stigma could easily have been the motivation for a lifetime of over-compensation.•
The general tone of Erasmus' reminiscence of his childhood is suspiciously idyllic.

His recollections of his and

his brother's early life are srumned up by Froude from
Erasmus' letters:
From them we learn that the two children were brought
up like other people's children under the joint care of
their father and mother, and that the younger was his
mother's special favorite, a bright clever little fellow,
with flaxen hair, grey-blue eyes, and sharp clean-cut
features; very pretty, it is said, and with a sweet-toned
voice which seemed to say that J:Jature meant him for a
musician. The mother thought so, and proposed to make a
little angel of him, and train him as a chorister (2:3).
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In another letter Erasmus says that "almost in his
in.fancy, vrhen hardly four ye,_,_rs old, he thinks he had been
put to school at Gouda" (16:8), with the implication that
it was the fondness of his parents' recognition of his
superior mind that instigated the move.
Probably of more importance to the course his development was to take and so of more consequence to history
would be the envirol1I:lent in which the family lived.

This

was the hybrid State of the l!etherlands, made up of fragments of Germany and France and drawn together by centuries
of political, economic, and social forces.

Their towns

were situated on the greatest overland commercial highway
in Europe giving their commerce an international range.
The Netherlands were the artery bet,1een the hot-house flowering of the Renaissance in Italy and the rapid development of
the }Jew Learning in England.

This whole area had had centur-

ies of Christian influence, and phenomenal progress had been
made in religion before 1500 (27:4892).

Rotterdam and Gouda

lay somewhat west of the main route; Huizinga tells us that
"they were small country tO\ms ••• they were not centers of
culture" (16:5-6).

But they were tantalizingly close to

centers of culture.
At the age of nine, Erasmus was sent to a school at
Deventer.

Though he was to berate it in later years as a

"barbarous place," it was considered one of the best schools
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of its kind.

The Enc~clope~ of Religion rates it as such

v;hen speaking of the tremendous improvement in "schools
like Schlettstadt, where Reuchlin began his education and
Deventer whose most famous master, Alexander Hegius, had
Erasmus for a pupil" ( 9: 8 34).

Emerton i;ells us, "He looked

upon these, as indeed upon all his years of pupilage, as a
time of struggle and hardships" (7:6).

Yet it was here

that he acauired the fluency in Latin that was the basis of
his future success.

Could it be that Erasmus belittled his

schooling in order to enhance his personal achiever:ients?
In the light of the evidence, this seems a plausible explanation.
LUTHER'S YOUTH
On November 10, 1483, the same y·ear Erasmus was withdrawn from the Deventer School, Martin Luther was born in
the village of Eisleben, though his family moved within the
year to the nearby village of ldansfeld.

Preserved Smith

gives us a lucid picture of his parents and his early home
environment:
Hans Luther was a sturdy, frugal, hard-working man;
that admirable type of character, who, having sma~l
natural gifts and no advantages, by sheer industry and
will-power makes his way in the world ••• A man of natural
shrewdness, his pointed and pithy sayings more than once
made a lasting impression on his son. He was ambitious
to give his children the education he himself lacked •••
The mother, Margaret, was a quiet woman, bowed a little
by poverty and toil ••• He (Martin) was taught a few simple
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prayers and hymns at his mother's knee. God the Father
and Jesus were represented to him as stern, nay, cruel
judges, to appease whose wrath the intercession of the
saints must be secured. Both parents were strict and
even harsh (7:3).
The intellectual and religious climate of Germany
was quite different from that of the :Netherlands.

Germany

had been somewhat slower than the rest of Europe in becoming Christianized.

The great Roman road builders had never

penetrated her black forests and bleak coasts to make her
more accessible.

As late as the tenth century primitive

paganism still prevailed around t~e Gulf of Danzig.

The

Germans had been loathe to give up their "frosty" gods in
the first place and the peasants, though Christianized, still
retained many barbaric ideas (28:495).

Smith clarified this

influence:
One prominent element of the popular religion of the
time was superstition. The gloomy old northern mythology,
full of witches and kobolds, good spirits and evil spirits,
survived from heathen times. It is hard to imagine how
gross and vivid was the belief in the supernatur2l in Hans
Luther's house. Martin never freed himself from it and
many are his reminiscences of the witches who plagued his
mother (24:3).
In addition to the gross superstitions of his home,
Martin was to come under the influence of the gross narrowness of the semi-rural town1 where the "burghers viewed the
world outside with feelings mingled of greed and suspicion;n
1 In. the countryside where the conummal pattern is
least disturbed, the people cling most tenaciously to the
ancient cults (p. 41).
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where the attitude toward nobility "vibrated between servility and defiance" and the attitude toward the peasantry was
one of contempt.

"These prejudices were in a large measure

to be his prejudices" (10:7).
The Christian faith had been the introduction of the
Germans to Western civilization..

It was a comparatively

new force, an unexhausted force, though still heavily larded

with pagan superstition.

Laxity at the fountainhead of such

a devotion could easily cause revolt.

In addition to the

religious situation, J.Juther and his contemporaries inherited
a political and economic situation pregnant with the seeds

0£ revolt. 2 The nominal rule of the weak elective emperor
of the i:-.1.oly Roman :Empire was not conducive to a unified
state.

The cause of nationalism would quite naturally attach

itself to any revolt.

Though trade and banking flourished

in the Rhenish towns and the .tlanseatic League was still prospering; though the German burgher found no conflict between
piety and profits, both his piety and his profits were affected by the draining of German revenues by the Roman Church.
Unscrupulous drainage methods piled resentment upon resentment.
In this atmosphere young 111artin received his education.
2Eric hoffer contends that it is rare for a mass movemen.t to be wholly of one character. Usually it displays
facets of other types of movements, sometimes it is two or
three movements in one. tp. 17)
·
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It is believed that he started to school at an earlier age
than most boys of his time so his mind probably developed
early •

.tie attended one of the "Trivial" 3 schools that had

replaced the cathedral and parochial schools of an earlier
date and served to prepare likely students for the legal or
clerical calling.

Though he later drew up an indictment of

the Latin schools of the cities for their "stagnation in
method" and the "lifeless character of the subjects they
taught," Fife makes a very shrewd observation that would
apply not only to the time of Luther and Erasmus but is peculiarly applicable today when he says, "Every age that is
acutely conscious of its reforming mission finds in the
narrovrness of school tradition an explanation of the evils
that afflict the culture of its day" (10:15).
Luther was also to castigate his school for its crude
and cruel discipline, but Fife explains:
There is no means of knowing whether the Mansfeld
school was better or worse than the other 'rrivial schools
of the day ••• for here he must have laid the foundation
for the study of Latin in which he afterward attained the
command of a highly individual style (11:36).
Is this another case of building self-esteem through diminution of contributing factors?

3so called because of the trivium of subjects offered--

grammar, rhetoric and dialectic (5:l55).
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Young Luther's first taste of the wider world of experience came when, at the age of fourteen, he went to
Magdeburg for further schooling.

Though it is not known.

which of the many schools in the city he attended, it is
certain that sometime during his stay at Magdeburg he came
under the influence of the Hrethren of the Common Life.
This sect was an outgrowth of the rejuvenation of the Canons
of St. Augustine in the Low Countries.

The Brethren. were

dedicated to maintaining a new type of school for boys.
In. these schools the boys were offered the usual subjects,

mainly Latin and rhetoric, but in addition they were trained
in ascetic practices that would prepare them for monkhood of
the highest and most mystical order (14:168).

The irrecon-

cilable and enduring difference between Erasmus and Luther
can be vividly seen in their reaction to this sect.
INFLUENCE OF BRETHREN OF COMlrON LIFE

Erasmus was withdrawn from the Deventer school when
his mother died of plague.

Shortly after this, his father

also died, leaving him to the care of guardians who seemed
determined to force the boy to become a monk.

Protesting

violently, he was sent to Bois-le-Due to live in the Fraterhouse of the .:3rethren of the Common Life.

In later years

his pen is nowhere more vituperative than in his scathing
denunciation of this sect.

In his biography of Erasmus,
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Emerton tells us, "These were not bad people; they were simply
ignorant men, shut up in a corner ••• what could be expected of
them but narrowness and bigotry?" (7:11)

Froude emphasizes

this impression when he says, "Erasmus knew more than his
teachers in the special subjects in which they tried to instruct him, and found them models of conceit and ignorance"

(12:9).

It would seem that both Emerton and Froude delib-

erately refused to recognize that the Brethren were attempting to purify the Augean stables of monkery.

Erasmus later

claimed that "the brethren knevf of no other purpose than
that of destroying all natural gifts with blows, reprimands,
and severity in order to fit the soul for the monastery"
(16:10).

Erasmus was not an ascetic, not a mystic, and he

fought every effort to make him either.

With his intense

yearning for knowledge, any situation that deprived him of
the privilege of acquiring it, or even slowed down the process, immediately becrune an unbearable one.
When i:ilartin Luther was brought into contact with this
same influence at 1lagdeburg it is believed that his "thoughts
turned in th.e direction of the 1:1onastic life" (24:4).

Fife

tells us that for at least a part of one year he found his
home with the brotherhood and that his connection vii th them
had a definite influence on his religious character, that
"in daily contact with these teachers and companions the
adolescent boy could leE,rn some thing of the magic appeal of
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self-sacrifice and the mystic attraction of the yoke of
God" (10:22-23).
Luther was impressed 4 rather than repelled as Erasmus
would have been at the spectacle of Prince William's mortification of the flesh unto death.

Here was a nobleman who

had forsaken the halls of nobility to abase and age himself
practicing the austerities of the mendicant.

Another thing

that made a deep impression on Luther's young mind was the
painting of the great ship of the Church with the Holy Ghost
as pilot and the clergy as crew.

Laymen floundered in the

w2ster, some drovming, some swimming, some being towed by
cords throvm to them by the clergy in the boat ( 6: 6).

Luther

used this theme in one of his very early sermons at Wittenburg, "Sermon on the ]'ourth Sunday after Epiphany." (19:23-6)
To be in the boat must have appeared much safer from a spiritual point of view.

On the temporal side, it was an ex-

cellent status symbol for a boy who had his beginnings so
close to the despised peasant class.

THE MONASTERY
The years the tvvo men spent in the monastery serve to
further illustrate the difference in. their outlook.

Erasmus,

4 This could be construed as an early sign of fanaticism. The fanatic, Hoffer says, hungers for the deep assurance that comes with total surrender. He sees in tolerance
a sign of weakness, frivolity and ignorance,
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after proJLcmged and vociferous reluctance, became an Augustinian canon in St. Gregory's at Steyn. Alternately pushed
by his guardians and wooed by the monks, he finally capitulated.

Probably the greatest contributing factor to his

capitulation was that in the nonastery he would have access
to the classics and would be permitted to read to his heart's
content.

But even his beloved classics could not compensate

for lack of freedom.
stultified.

rlis creative genius was stifled and

Though he passed through the various stages

which culminated in his ordination as a priest, he took the
first opportunity to escape what was to him a veritable
prison.
During the next ten years, supported partly by patronage, partly by teaching, and partly from the proceeds of his
books, he rose to a position of eminence in the world of
learning.

J:ie traveled a great deal in England, France, Spain,

and Italy and furthered the cause of the New Learning wherever
he went (8:677).
While Erasmus was establishing an outstanding reputation as a learned man throughout Western Europe, Martin Luther
continued his schooling.

From Magdeburg Martin was sent to

Eisenach where he spent three years in study.

here he con-

tributed to his support by begging, a reputable procedure at
that time.
Erfurt.

In 1501 he matriculated at the University of

He took the degree of bachelor in 1502 and the degree

of master of arts in 1505.

Apparently happy and satisfied
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with his lot, he continued his studies in the field his father had approved, jurisprudence.
Then the inexplicable happened.

Luther threw over

all his father's plans for his future and announced that he
proposed to become a monk.

.Histo.rians do not agree on the

exact incident that prompted Luther to take this step, but

on one thing they all agree--behind the incident was stark
groveling fear, fear for his soul, though "Luther himself
repeatedly averred that he believed himself to have been
summoned by a call from heaven to which he could not be disobedient" (3:25).
So the formative years are past.

Erasmus has become

the most famous humanist of his time; Luther has acquired
enough of the humanist's tools to start his work.

It is in-

teresting to note that both men have turned their thoughts
to theology; that Erasmus who had previously wet only his
toes in the theological sea, and then through coercion, became wholly immersed at the same time that Luther took his
fatal plunge into monastic life.

Theology had been the

widest open road to fame for many centuries.

There was no

reason to believe it would cease to be so in the immediate
future.
Is it possible to now see the emerging pattern of
~offer's man of words?
words?

Are these men skilled in the use of

Are they using their skill to undermine existing
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conditions? Are they striving for recognition, for allayance of self-doubt? Have they .case for self-doubt?
In Erasmus' case there can be little hesitation in
offering an unequivocal "Yes" to these questions.

The cir-

cumstances of his birth, early lack of parental support,
guardians who treated him as of little worth, pressure put
on him to become a monk when he felt no calling--any or all
of these things could be potent causes for feelings of insecurity and self-doubt.

his books stand a mute testimony

to his skill with words; their contents to his critical purpose.

he demanded and received the recognition due his

creative work.
ln Luther's case, if there, the man of words was still
in embryo.

The fact that he was an excellent student points

to some skill in the use of words; how that skill will be

used is still in the future.

The forces at work that could

have produced a feeling of self-doubt are more nebulous, more
speculative.

But it must be conceded that he was born too

close to the despised peasant class for comfort; ths,t he was
nurtured on superstition and a religion of cruel retribution.
The former could be a militant spur to ambition; the latter
could be an effective antidote to the .!:'Jew Learning that had
been seeping into Germany, especially into the University at
Erfurt, and to attaining the fruits of ambition in a lay capacity.

Tensions caused by the incompatibility of these conflict-

ing drives could certainly lead to insecurity and self-doubt.
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The immediate solution would be to satisfy ambition in the
clerical calling.

nut could this be done in the cloistered

seclusion of a monk's cell?

CHAPTER III
EVOLUTION VERSUS REVOLUTION
Hill11ANISM AND THEOLOGY
In any age of great flux and change such as the sixteenth century or our own, it is peculiarly important to
hold tight to sources lest they be set aside as something
completely outside the pale of historical significance and
become mere myths so thickly surrounded by the smoke clouds
of the chaotic culture that not only the form but the feeling is lost.

When men lose their sense of relatedness to

the creative springs of life, all security disappears.
Erasmus and Luther were more aware of this than most men of
their generation.

In this sense, as well as the insecuri-

ties fostered by the time and circumstances of their youth,
both men were trying to rediscover sources that would regain
for them and their fellow men the lost security.
It is typical of the working of Erasmus' mind that
he should feel that turning his literary talent toward restoration of the sources would be sufficient to show the
Church the error of its ways. 1 He caught and was never able
to vanquish an ideal of Christendom restored to a sane and

ment..

1 Belittling the present is necessary to a mass moveTo glorify the past is an efficacious method.
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moderate devotion by the effort of men such as he.

Wilhelm

Schenck attempts to explain the Erasmian idea:
The clergy had ceased to be creative and the laymen
were about to revolt. In order to repair the breach,
the laity itself could produce a creative elite, which
would recall the clergy to their ancient duties, combine the legitimate claims of religious and secular
culture, arid transmit to the society as a whole the
message of a new Christian civilization. The attempt
to achieve such a creative solution is the Erasmian
idea (21:257).
Inspired by Colet and other friends in England,
Erasmus apparently gave serious thought to devoting his life
to theology, to actually get back to the source, but there
was· a thing he must do.--he must learn Greekt 2 This was a tremendous undertaking for a man in his middle years, in delicate health and an even more delicate financial position.
Perhaps these considerations were uppermost in his mind when
he wrote to Colet:
With what countenance shall I teach what I have never
learned? ••• Vfuen I am conscious of the needful strength, I
will put myself on your side, and will make an earnest,
if not a successful, effort in defense of Theology (17:222).
Put forth an effort he did. With almost incredible
singleness of purpose he overcame the difficulties of Earning Greek at that time--the lack of manuscripts, almost nonexistence of dictionaries, poorly trained and high priced
teachers. That he succeeded speaks for more than will power,
2 Fareign influence, Hoffer avers, seems to be a prevailing influence in any renascence. He cites many instances
besides the Graeco-Roman Arabic for the awakening of Europe
from the Middle Ages.
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more than a desire for knowledge, but something that included both of these and went beyond them.

Wilhelm Schenk ex-

presses this "something more":
It requires a conscious effort of the imagination to
understand Erasmus' attitude to the Greek text of the
hew Testament •. The Latin Vulgate, the work of his beloved Jerome, was after all fairly accurate translation
and quite serviceable for most purposes. But the Greek
text--that meant being still nearer to the Evangelists
and the Apostles, it meant sor.a.ething like hearing their
actual voices (21:259).
Half-hearted reformer he may have been, but he was
neither hs.lf-hearted humanist nor half-hearted Christian
according to his conception of a Christian.
Erasmus' Hew Testament, complete with an introduction,
copious notes, and a new Latin translation was finished ten
years after he first started to study Greek and was printed
in l1iarch, 1516--just in time to be used for grist in Luther's
slowly grinding exegesis.
V/hile Erasmus vras completing this v-rork and humbling
his pride to beg for the wherewithal to carry on, Martin
Luther, in the cloister, was fc=dling to find the security he
sought.

One after another he explored t:irn various paths to

salvation offered by the Catholic Church--good works, the
merits of the saints sold by high-pressure salesmen, the sacrament of penance, the mystic's comp1ete submergence in the
Godhead. He knew he could never do enough good works to insure sal v2~tion.

He doubted the efficacy of indulgences.

He could confess trifling sins for six hours at a stretch
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and renenber more as soon as he had left the confessional.
Since no penance could be effective vli thout complete confession and he could never be sure of complete confession,
here, too, Luther met defeat.

tor was he able to take the

mystic's path, and be one vdth the stern judr~e, the mvful
majesty, the unfathomableness of God (3:33-36).
Ernest Schweibert has pointed out there is an often
neglected area of the Reformation,...-that there really was no
Holy Roman Church before the Council of Trent in 1563; that
in matters of doctrine the Roman Church vms far from agreement by the end of the Lriddle Ages; that the Thomist and
Occarnist had different approaches toward the doctrines of
free will, sin, grace, justification, and the Lord's Supper.
"This confusion," he asserts, "to no small degree explains
why he (Luther) experienced such a soul struggle in the Augustinian monastery ancl v,rhy he was always see;king for the
light" (22:22).
Fortunately, or unfortunately according to one's
point of view, Luther's superior, Staupitz, found a temporary answer for the young monk.

Staupitz ordered Luther to

continue his studies 2nrl become a Doctor of Theology.
would be a teacher.

The Bible would be his text.

.he

Self-

doubt, Stav.pi tz felt, would not have time to grov1 with such
a busy schedule.

One of the ironies of history is that

Staupitz inadvertently gave Luther, the humanist, the
opportunity to use the tools of humanism not in defense of
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the established church as Staupi tz he-d confidently expected,
but as a lever to break away from the church.

JUSTIFICATION BY PAITH
Luther's soul struggle at last bore fruit.
is believed to be either 1513 or 1514.
disputed issue.

The year

The place is a much

Whether we accept Fife 1 s "the workroom or

refectory where he had carried on his study of the Psalms,"
Smith's "his cell in a little tov1er," Bain.ton's co11plete ignoring of the place, or Horman O. Brmvn's quotation from
Luther's ovm description of the place with the ensuing Freudian interpretation, everyone is agreed that the illumination
did occur and that it bec&~e the fundarnental axiom of the
Protestant Refon12.tion--justification by faith.3

Without

the humanist tools there would have been no illumination.
This is explained by Ronald Bainton in these words:
Light broke at last through the examination of exact
shades of meaning in the Greek language. One understands
why Luther could never join those who discarded the humanist tools of scholarship. In the Greek of the Pauline
epistles the word "justice" has a double sense, rendered
in English by "justice" and "justificationll ••• for the

311 If a doctrine is not unintelligible, it has to be
vague; and if neither unintelligible nor vague, it has to be
unverifiable. One has to get to heaven or the distant future
to detennine the effectiveness of an effective doctrine •••
The true doctrine is a master key to all the world's problems
••• gives a sense of omnipotence and unqualified confidence
in the. future." p. 45
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whole process of being made new Luther took over from
Paul the terminology of "justification by faith" (13:64).
Fife tells us that for this study Luther possessed
the Greco-Latin lexicon published in Paris in 1512, the
Greek dictionary published by the Aldine Press in Venice in
1492, and Reuchlin's Hebrew Lexicons. Later, while working
on a series of lectures on Romans and having passed the

half-way mark, "the original Greek text came into his hands
in Erasmus' edition of the Greek New Testament with a Latin.
interpretation by the great humanist" (10:211).

Martin was

delighted to have the work of such a renowned scholar and
used it for the remaining chapters.
So the two great men had finally met and, appropriately enough, through their studies.

Erasmus had gone to the

source, had communed, as it were, with the Apostles and
Fathers.

Luther had worked his vmy back through the labyrinth

of dogma and eventually reached the source.

From here on the

paths of the two men. would cross with increasing frequency
through the media of letters, friends, and enemies until each
I

would realize that the guiding principle of his life made what
they had in common an untenable basis for collaboration. That
this should be so is the tragedy of the human race. 4 The
4hoffer would not agree v1i th this statement. rte feels
that an era of no mass movements is an era of stagnation and
that the inability of a social body to produce a full-fledged
mass movement can be a grave handicap.
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drama of peaceful evolution versus revolution was to be
enacted on the religious, political, and economic world
stage with greater frequency and violence because of the inability of these two men to reconcile trends of which they
were the epitome in their day.
At the Leipzig debate of 1519 Luther had to adm.it
that, in the ne111e of the Scriptures as he interpreted them,
he was setting the authority of the Scriptures against and
above the tradition of the church.

This was, of course,

the logical outcome of "justification by faith alone. 11

That

this one ten.et would automatically do away with the whole
superstructure of the church had not been ililLlediately apparent to him.

Only as he practiced the four principles of

his exegetical work--the authority of the vrnrd of God in
the Bible, the role of dogmatic tradition, the Bible as the
history of the people of God, and the importance of controversy for the determination of whr~t the Scriptures meant
(18:XI) climaxed by the Leipzig debate--did the far-reaching
extent of his breach with the church become apparent.

By

1520 he could vrri te to his friend, Spalatin, "My die is cast;
I despise the fury and favor of Rome; I will never be reconciled to them nor commune with them" (25:336).

Luther was

rapidly being pushed into the position o·f the fanatic, the
leader of a mass movement toward a new faith. 5

ment.

5 only a fanatic, says rioffer, can hatch a mass move-
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Luther was in the paradoxical position of defending
the Scriptures against the }1athers and, at the sane time,
defending the }i1a thers against their perverters.

The Fathers,

especially St. Augustine, had been highly influential in
determining the path of Luther's theological studies.

Yet

by changing the meaning of one word in Romans 1:17, he had
set aside fifteen hundred years of tradition and dogma that
had been built up painfully and carefully by the

J:i1 a the rs.

Hovrnver, up to the time of the Leipiz debates, Luther h2,d not
been prepared intellectually or spiritually to adlrrit how far
his alienation from scholastic dogma had progressed.

Now he

was forced to face the issue.
nefore the debates, Luther had been most intent, as
were other Hieronymian Augustinians, on reform of some of
the more blatant corruptions of the church, corruptions
scarcely dreamed of by the Fathers.

Luther's pet hates, the

sale of indulgences 2nd relics, had been more or less sanctified by the Fa the rs v1ho could not h2ve knovm to vvha t ridiculous and revolting extremes the secular popes of a later date
would carry them.

Indulgences had long since ceased to be a

"remission granted by the church of the temporarl punishment
which often remains after the guilt has been forgiven," (8:111)
and had become an open sesarn.e to licentious living--that is,
if one had the fee.

The sale of relics was plain evidence

to Luther that the church was sponsoring idolatry. J::::oth
were diametrically opposed to trfaith alone." In addition,
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the ecclesiastical hierarchy became unnecessary impedimenta.
All a man needed was a Christian conscience and the .dible.
All were on the same footing with God.

The germ of all sub-

sequent revolutions was contained here; everything else paled
into insignificance.
The growing secularism and worldliness of the church
from the pope to the lowliest friar had been the common complaint of generations of the J!lOSt saintly critics in the
period of the waning Middle Ages.
ing on.

Erasmus was merely carry-

His Adages contained some criticism but it was more

pointed in Enchiridion militis Christiani where "a simple and
genuine piety was contrasted with the elaborate structure of
formalism which shut out the pious seeker."

In Praise of

Folly he undertook a thorough if gentle and humorous criticism of the aspects of contemporary society.he felt were in
need of reform, especially the church.

liis qolloguies, pub-

lished in 1522, at the height of the Luther controversy, was
"filled with topical allusions, and again the abuses and
shortcomings of the church are a major topic of discussion"
(20:225-226).

The main difference between Erasmus and pre-

vious critics was that the printing press had come into wide
use; Erasmus' writings were nore widely circulated. In addition they were more readable and had a popular appeal
lacking in the earlier critics.
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CORRESPOlIDEECE THAT DEFIIfES ERASMUS AHD LUTHER'S POSITION

Erasmus' letters to and about Luther are most frequently cited by his detractors as evidence of his lack of character, his wavering Christianity, his betrayal of Luther.
The tracitional picture of Erasmus as Luther's inspiration and betrayer, as--by the gentlest interpretation-a reformer who loosed forces he was too timid to guide to.
the end, is one of the most tightly f'rar.ied in the gallery
of the Ichabods of history (29:928).
Yet by reading the letters through from the first to
the last it seems that no one, unless deliberately bent on
traduction, could escape their major refrain.

An analogy of

the .American. people and their ceaseless criticism of their
government immediately springs to mind.

How they shake their

heads sagely a.pd deplore the stupidity and corruption in high
places.
ment.

The harsher the critic, the more hearty the agreeYet how many, in spite of prolonged criticism, would

come out and say that democracy is wrong and that its institutions should be destroyed?

Per!1r-4ps they are no more con-

vinced that the existing order is all evil than Erasmus was.
Or perhaps no intellectual demagogue has been able to show
that the government, though corrupt, is incompetent in matters
that really count. 6 If Erasmus were here today, he would make
6.11 The persuasiveness of the intellectual demagogue
consists not so much in convincing people of the vileness of
the established order as in demonstrating its helpless incompetence,11 says Hoffer. p. 141
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a prime target for the witch-hunters and still be vociferously denounced by the real witches.
By 1519, Luther's nar.ae beg2n to appear frequently in
Erasmus' correspondence.

The religious disputes occasioned

by Luther's ninety-five theses had been partially drowned
out by the election of Charles V as hecid of the Holy Roman
Empire.

Since Erasmus was one of Charles' councillors, he

was drawn closer to the coming debacle.

A letter to Elec-

tor E1rederic of Saxony clee,rly outlines his fears, his beliefs, and his stand--that the furor around Luther is a
plot by the schoolmen and the curia to scotch the }Jew Learning; that the liew Learning if widely spread will eventually
blot out the corruption of the church; that only with peace
in Christendom can the learning be disseminated (17:186).
He approves Luther's life and the right for his doctrine to
be heard.

He can write to Eelanchthon:

Everyone here ap1Jroves Luther's life; there are various opinions of his doctrine ••• would that he expressed
them with as much felicity as freedom (17:186).
To Cardinal Wolsey:
The man's life is approved by the unanimous consent
of all ••• I have sometimes been opposed to Luther for fear
that he might make hateful the cause of sound learning,
which I am unwilling to have more burdened than it is

(17:187).

To Luther:
In England there are men who think well of your writings, and they the very greatest ••• I try to keep neutral,
so as to help the revival of learning as much as I can.
And it seems more is accomplished by this civil modesty
than by impetuosity (17:192).
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To Martin Lispius after Erasmus had learned that the papal
bull is on its way:
They are starting a foolish and pernicious tragedy
against Luther. They will le2~rn J.ater that I favor not
Luther but the peace of· Christendom (17:204).
To Gerard :rrnviomagus:
I fear the worst for poor Luther ••• The whole tragedy
began in the hatred of sound learning and the stupidity
of the monks ••• there is no doubt whither the thing is
tendingt namely, to the extinction of sound learning

(17:294).

Many other letters could be cited but these few should
suffice to give the general trend of Erasmus' bias.
The first mention of Erasmus in Luther's letters is
found in a letter to Spalatin in 1516 in which he criticizes some of Erasmus' notes on the New Testament and says:
I have no hesitation in disagreeing with Erasmus,
because in interpreting the Scriptures I consider Jerome
as much inferior to Augustine as Brasmus thinks he is
superior (17:43).
Spalatin, with many apologies, relayed the letter to
Erasmus who did not deign to answer a critic so obscure

(17:44).
When we remember that J·erome was the great Christian
scholar of his age re.ther than the profound theologian. or
the wise guide of' souls; that he was sainted in recognition
of services rendered to the Church rather than eminent sanctity; that he was a philologist and a realist born into a
Christian family, it is not difficult to see why he found
favor with Erasmus.
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On the other hand St. Augustine, born to a Christian
mother and a pagan father, did n.ot embrc:.ce the faith until
he was thirty-three though much earlier he had been an adherent of l',Ianichaeism and scepticism.
about through a mystic experience.
divine comnand and he obeyed.
was entangled in controversies.

His conversion came

He felt he had been a

For the rest of his life he
Out of these controversies

arose the Church philosophy of ethics, metaphysics, and a
lasting philosophy of history.

Many of his controversies

dealt with divine omnipotence, predestination--he has frequently been accused of inconsistency here--God, the Trinity
and the creation (2:681-685).

Luther found a soul-mate in

St. Augustine.
Comparison of Erasmus to Jerome and then Jerome to
Augustine to Jerome's diminish:ment occurs many times.

It

was an artful and efficacious method for confounding mere
learning in interpretation of the Scriptures and expounding
"faith alone."

In a letter to John Lange Luther says:

I am reading our Erasmus, and my opinion of him becomes daily VIOrse. He pleases me for ••• condemning monks
and priests of inveterate ignorance, but I fear that human considerations weigh more with him than divine ••••
Jerome with his five languages did not equal Augustine
with his one (17:54).
A year later, 1518, Luther is again to write to
Spalatin in much the same vein:
Yet there are many things in Erasmus that seem to me
far from t12.e knowledge of Christ, if I may speak as a
theologian rather than a grammarian; otherwise there is
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no man more learned and ingenious than he, not even
Jerome whom he so much extolls (17:68).
These letters, written by the two men concerned, seem
to indicate that there never was a rappor:t betvreen them that
could have been violated; 7 that from the beginning of their
association, though both were interested in church reform,
in the method of reform they were poles apart; that they

talked past each other on different levels of meaning.

If

it is possible, in the light of this evidence, to say that
Erasmus betrayed Luther or was a wavering Christian, it is
equally possible to say that Luther betrayed Erasmus and in
so doing loosed an un-Christian force into the world that
is still running rampant.

But, if the power to predict how

our brain children would turn out were vouchsafed us, early
abortion would soon depopulate the world of ideas.
At any rate, we can see that the two men are far from
agreement up to the time of the Leipzig Disputation, "perhaps the most important episode in the course of Luther's career" ( 20: 136), and th.s,t the outcome of this event could only
widen the breach.

7Hoffer claims that men of thought seldom work well
together; that eamwork is rare in intellectual or artistic
undertakings.
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LUTHER'S BREAK WITH THE CHURCH
The disputations with the papal representative, Eck,
at Leipzig cleared the air for both parties.

Eck was crow-

ingly triumphant, feeling thu.t he had compelled Luther "to
declare himself" and that all that was required 1to rid Germany of a heretic" was the .dull of Excommunication.

Luther

returned to Wittenburg "full of forebodings" until the
younger German humanists "rallied around him to a man."
With new verve and energy Luther's controversial writings
"flooded the land and were read eagerly by all classes of
the population" (20:135-136).

All the burgeoning exegesis

of the previous three years was crystallized in what is
known in Germany as the three great Reformation. treatises:
"The Liberty of a Christian Man" ; "To the Christian Lo bili ty
of the German Nation concerning the reformation of the Christian Commonwealth"; and "On the J::labylonish Captivity of the
Church."

All three were written while his enemies were at-

tempting to get the papal bull published in Germany, and all
were effective in preventing this.
"The Liberty of a Christian Man" elaborates on. justification by faith--everything a Christian man has can be
traced back to his faith; everything a Christian man does
comes from his faith; Christian ceremonies may be good but
they do not make a man good 8 (20:136).
8 The effectiveness of a doctrine does not come from
i.ts meaning but its certitude. No doctrine however profound
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"Babylonish Captivity" subjects the sacramental system
of the Roman Church to searching criticism.

In this tract,

Luther approves of marriage of the clergy and divorce under
certain conditions9(23:136).
But it was "To the Christian :uobility of the German
Nation" that swung the pendulum in Luther's favor. "It was
a call to all Germany to unite against Rome. 1110 In it he
pointed out why all previous attempts at reform had failed.

He enumerated the crimes of the papacy against religion and
state, the degenerate condition of a Rome that presumed to
rule others, and the necessity of a national German Church
that would be the final court of appeal for Germany! 1 (20:l38).
The printers could not keep up with the demand for this tract.
It was an effectual antidote to the Bull of Excommunication,
since it fell on soil well prep~red to receive it.

Germans
of all degrees had long resented their inferior status. 12
Eventually, however, the bull was eiven to Elector

Frederic of Saxony with instructions to give up the heretic,
Luther.

Frederic could not refuse but he could demand a

hearing for Luther--a concession he had obtained from
and s~blime will be effectiv~ unle$p i-t is Dresented as the
emboctimen t o 1· the one and on.Ly truth. l p. 7 9 J
credite&!he doctrine of existing institutions must be dis1?Ha.t,,.~d,..says Eoffer, is the most accessible and comprehensive of all the unifying agents in a mass movement.
Since we cannot hate those we despise, ii} is easier to hate
an enemy with much good in him than one who is all bad.
11Here we see the merging of movements that adds strength.
12 common hatred unites the most heterogeneous elements
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Emperor Charles V when that power-conscious man had been
lining up the Princes of Germany to insure his election
after the death of Maximillian in 1519.

After several delays,

the hearing was finally set for April 17, 1521, before the
Diet at Worms.

Luther, though thoroughly prepared for self-

sacrifice,13 was given safe conduct to and from the hearing.
Preserved Smith gives us a concise account of the hearing:
••• he was asked if a certain number of boo~s ••• were
his and if he would recant the heresy contained in them.
The form of the ~uestion took him by surprise, for he had
expected to be confronted with definite charges and to be
allowed to defend his positions. He accordingly asked for
time, and was granted one more day. On his second appearance he made a great oration admitting that the books were
his and closing with the words: Unless I am convicted by
Scripture or by right reason ••• I neither can nor will recant. anything since it is neither safe nor right to act
against conscience. God help me. Amen (26:80).
Smith goes on to say that Luther left the hall the
hero of the nation.

The edict against him was duly signed

so that he was put under the ban of the Empire at the expiration. of his safe-conduct.

During his journey home he was

"kidnapped" by his friends and spirited away to Wartburg.
Rumors flew that he had been killed and only a few very close
friends knevJ" the truth •
• • • the genius of a great leac_er consists in concentrating
all hatred on a single foe ••• the ideal devil is omnipotent
and omnipresent ••• is a foreigner," says Hoffer. The pope
fulfilled all of these require1,1ents.
13A unifying agent second only to hate, according to
Hoffer.
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ERASMUS CAUGHT DJ THE 1:IIDDLE
Called on by Elector Frederic for advice as to how to
handle the hearing at Vvorms, Erasmus had been lavish with
explanations as to how the whole thing had come to such a
sad state of affairs, but his only advice ·was that Luther
"should modify his violent way of going to work and his abusive language" (23:110).

Elector i"rederic passed this ad-

vice on to Luther but it ccu11e too ln te.

Luther had already

burned the bull 2.nd it i~ extre,~iely doubtful that he would
have paid much attention had it come in time.

Luther's

course was set and Erasmus, linked with the papists by the
Lutherans for his middle of the road policy, had, at the
same time, so incrominated himself in the eyes of the inquisitors by his defense of Luther that he was forced to
flee to Switzerland.

His correspondence became phenomenal.

Interspersed with fertile plans to make or amend peace between the warring factions by referring the question of
heresy to a board of impartial judges vvere numerous letters
to his patrons and friends excusing himself of this charge 14

(7:203).

As Proude wryly sums up the matter,

11

Erasmus may

be pardoned for not wishing to be burnt at the stake in a
cause with which he had but imperfect sympathy" (12:274).

14 The creative man of v1ords, once a movement starts
rolling, is inevitably cast in the role of the heretic.
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While Luther was in hiding under sentence of death,
Erasmus refused to take sides.

.du t a Luther revived s,nd

determined on schism was another matter.

Luther, in the

process of metamorphosis into a fanatic and feeling he no
longer needed help from any source other than Scripture,
could and did dismiss Erasmus with:
For since we see that the Lord has not given you
courage or sense to assail those monsters openly and
confidently vri th us, we are not the men to exact what
is beyond your power and measure ••• the cause has now
progressed so far that it has little to fear from the
might--or rather the sting and bite--of Erasmus (17:228) 1 5
Whether Erasmus was driven to retaliate by the insistence of the papists or stung by the derogatory remarks of
the Lutherans cannot be known. Prob2.bly one intensified the
other.

11

Theology, he complained, bade fair to absorb all

the humanities; and the theology of Luther was as hateful
to him as that of Louvain 11 (15:399).
The freedom of the hun1an will was a thing that Erasmus never doubted.

he intimated that the will was so free

that its possessor vm.s free to decide that there was no
free will if so inclined.

He chose this topic for refuta-

tion of Lutheranism but handled it in such a broadminded
way that neither side was satisfied.

He was able to see in

15 once the movement starts rolling, the creative man
of words either voluntarily retires or is pushed aside. He
is likely to end up either a shunned recluse or in exile or
facing a firing squad.
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advance what Luther vras never able to see, that

11

a success-

ful revolution involves almost as a necessity the setting up
of a new despotism" (4:53)--that any absolute implies a converse absolute.
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CHAPTER IV
EPILOGUE
So we come to the end of the preparatory stage of a
mass movement.

Indeed, the movement had already gained

sufficient momentum to carry it a great deal farther than
either of the instigators in this study had visualized.
Erasmus withdrew from the fray after writing "De
Libero Arbitrio" except for short sorties of effort to regain some of his lost prestige. To the end of his life he
was Hoffer's typical man of words.

He sought and received

recognition and status above the general run of humanity.
he cherished and repeated, indeed expected and demanded, a
constant flow of praise, and became terribly upset when it
was not forthcoming.

i-ie defended his position with aver-

i table arsenal of vrnrds.

When his personal prestige had

been threatened with complete extinction he had withdravm
~o the stronger side, not unwillingly and not far, but far
enough to maintain a precarious status quo.
And Erasmus could get along very nicely without abso-

lutes.

He was quite aware that in the learning process there

is no absolute, merely a matter of degree.

rte was not a

metaphysician, not a realist, but an intellectual theoretician. rte showed time and again that it was search for
truth he valued, and next to that everyone's right to search
for truth.

This was the petard by which he was hoisted in
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the Luther controversy.

his sophisticated mind was wholly

innocent of any knowledge that the less sophisticated had
to have an absolute truth to which to cling, though he
was intellectually capable of seeing that the destruction
of a corrupt institution could give rise to an equally
corrupt one.
To the modern man, educated in the modern school,
living in the environment of democracy, priding himself on
his tolerance, Erasmus is the champion of all the virtues.
He placed his faith in human reason as ardently as we now
place our faith in scientific formulae and humanitarianism.
It saddens one to think how thoroughly: uisplaced subsequent
events have proved his fc:=:d th to have been •
.An

individual to his fingertips, a typical Renais-

sance product, Erasmus could never subscribe to a movement
that would deprive him of his individualism.

Hoffer would

explain his predicament:
The reason for the tragic fate which almost always
overtakes the intellectual midwives of a mass movement
is that, no matter how much they preach and glorify a
united effort, they remain essentially individualists.
They believe in the possibility of individual happiness
and the validity of individual opinion and initiative.
13ut once a movement gets rolling, power falls into the
hands of those who have neither faith in, nor respect
for, the individual. And the reason they prevail is
not. so much that their disregard of the individual gives
them a capacity for ruthlessness, but that their attitude is in full accord with the ruling passion of the
masses (13:141).
With i,,1artin Luther the case is quite different.
movement is nioneered by men of words, materi~lized by

11

A
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fanatics and consolidated by men of action," se,ys Eric Hoffer
( 13: 146).

This is the crux of the dif1'icul ty of placing .:.ju th-

er in a prescribed category--he filled all of these roles as
the occasion demanded, and filled them all fairly adequately •
.Ln his early life there was certainly the possibility
of self-doubt and desire for status though these things could
not be shovm with the exact certitude that vms possible with
Erasmus.

Hovrnver, in the monk's cell Luther displayed self-

doubt that was magnified to the point of absurdity--an un~
tenable position for a man of v11ords.

Fortunately, the panacea

for self-doubt was forthcoming before Luther had driven himself over the brink of sanity.
be a two edged sword.

But the resolution proved to

As he came to depend more and more on

"justification by faith" as an answer to all arguments he
slipped, imperceptibly at first, into the role of fanatic.
Luther he,d found the monolithic, the eternal, the rock
of ages.

he felt he had in his grasp the ultimate truth and

preached it so sincerely that he struck sparks from all who
heard him.

Every German with a grievance looked to Luther

for redress.
But Luther was still basically a conservative man of
words. He proved this most conclusively by his actions during the Peasants Revolt. The Luther whose appeal had been
primarily to the co!Tllilon. people was supplanted by a Luther
who as~ced the German princes to subdue the very people his
doctrine h2d, at leastin part, moved to action.

He claimed
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that the peasants had misinterpreted and betrayed the gospel.

This is a typical ma.n of words tactic as Hoffer ex-

plains, "When his superior status is suitably acknowledged
by those in power, the man of words usualJ.y rinds all kinds
of lofty reasons for siding with the strong against the
weak" (13:132).

As Luther turned increasingly to estab-

lished authority to maintain the order he considered essential for the spread of the gospel, many of the disillusioned
peasants turned to other fanatics who took up the cudgel
where he had dropped it.
With authority firmly behind him, Luther could now
become the man of action, the man who perpetuates and administers the power won.

"With the appeara..11.ce of the man

of action the explosive vigor of a movement is embalmed and
sealed in sanctified institutions" (13:148).

Luther spent

his remaining years in stabilizing and organizing the institution he had founded.

In line with his program, Hoffer

states:
The man of action is eclectic in the methods he uses
to endow the new order with stability and permanence. He
borrows from near and far and from friend and foe. He
even goes back to the old order which preceded the movement and appropriates from it many techniques of stability, thus unintentionally establishing continuity with
the past (13:149).
Hoffer points out that it is "usually an advantage to
a movement and perhaps a prerequisite to its endurance" that,
the three roles, man of words, fanatic, and man of action be
played by "different men succeeding each other as conditions
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require" (13:146). "A man of words might change into a fanatic or into a practical man of action. Yet such metamorphoses are usually temporary and sooner or later there is a
reversion to the original type" (13:147).
The strangely contrasting qualities of the Luther
known to posterity can be more easily understood in the
light of Hoffer's theory.

Had he been offered a bishopric

or some other status-building recognition for his truly
erudite exegetical work instead of the bull of excommunication, Hoffer feels that Luther, the man of vrords, would have
been gracefully drawn back into the fold.

Since he was

offered only scorn by Rome, he was forced to turn t.o those
who would support him and he bec2,rne their fanatical leader.
This is an academic supposition but is supported by Luther's
c.urious reluctance to ad.mi t that he had severed all connection
with the church, but, on the contrary, was trying to save it
from the hierarchy that had usurped control and to cleanse
it of the corruptions of doctrine that had crept into it.
He continued in this vein long after all hope of reconcilia-

tion was dissipated.
As the man of action, Luther was a man of infinite
fascination. Tracts and sermons erupted from him as from a
seeting volcano of cerebral energy. rtis "table Talks" still
make good reading. His sermons can still inspire • .t:lut, in
addition to this, there \Vas the Luther who could fly into
terrifying rages, who could villify his opponents with
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language dredged from the gutter.

Then there was the Luther

who could spend hours in prayer, vrri te the hymn "A Mighty
]'ortress is our God, 11 and many other hymns equally inspiring, and still refuse to take the hand of a fellow reformer
because t.riey differed as to the mode of Christ's presence
in the bread and v1ine of Holy Com..r,mnion ( 14: 201-02).
These paradoxes could be explained if one could
think of Luther as a true

r,1an

of words v1ho added all the

characteristics of the fanatic to his charactc,:r ·when the
need arose.

To the characteristics of the man of vwrds cmd

the fanatic he then added the characteristics of the nan of
action.

By some alchemy or osmosis, he absorbed the old

skin instead of shedding it before the new was added.
There is little doubt that Luther's assumption of
these roles vitiated the movement.

His appeal to the state

in his man of action phase limited the scope of Lutheranism
to the principalities vvn.ose leaders supported his cause.
This in turn g2.,ve rise to state controlled religions as dogmatic as that of the original church.

However, his success,

circumscribed as it was, gave precedent and a certain sanction to the multitude of sects that soon flourished.
Luther had planted and tended an old seed tbc.t had
been shocked into the possibility of infinite mutations.
The World Council of Churches riaintains that, in a taxinomical sense, whether we regard either the original seed
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or its mutations as nutritious or poisonous, all can be
shown to be lone to a conrrnn family.

This is the creative

solution, the Erasmian idea in modern dress, the man of words
talking.

As such it is doomed to failure according to Mr.

Hoffer's theory.

Before such

2

radical change could be

made, all of the attitudes, leaders, doctrines, and :paraphernalia of a mass movement would hc' ,ve to be brought in to play.
0
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